24871

Emblem
Brushed Chrome
Lighter
UPC: 24871-0

24872

Emblem
Brushed Chrome
Lighter
UPC: 24872-7

Emblems
Start with a basic brushed chrome Zippo lighter. Change the look, the feel, the whole
personality with the addition of a distinctive emblem such as those shown here.
Diamond-cut diagonals or spirals, multi-dimensional elements, or bright epoxy colorfill
accent the individuality of each lighter and, by extension, the personality of its owner.

24873

Emblem
Brushed Chrome
Lighter
UPC: 24873-4

24878

High Polish Chrome
UPC: 24878-9

Celebrate the occasion
Be ready to commemorate any occasion with these
gleaming high polish chrome lighters. Lustre etched
decorative borders and Congratulations and Best Wishes
messages present a delightful gift option right off the
shelf. There’s plenty of room to engrave name, date or
customized message for a truly personal gift.

24879

Emblem
Brushed Chrome
Lighter
UPC: 24879-6

24877

High Polish Chrome
UPC: 24877-2
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24874

Emblem/Money
Clip Set
Brushed Chrome
UPC: 24874-1

24880

Lighter/Card
Gift Set
White Matte
UPC: 24880-2

Lighter / money clip gift set and
single money clip

Clear Hang Tag

Dad or grad will feel like a million bucks when he uses this
lighter and money clip gift set. Elegant vertical diamondcut design on the sturdy metal money clip is replicated
by the emblem on the brushed chrome Zippo lighter. This
stylish set for the well-dressed man is packaged in a black
cardboard double gift box.

Lighter / Card Gift Set
Bet your Dad or grad will love this gift set!

No fuss, no frills . . . just functional and fundamental. This
all-metal money clip is rugged and sturdy enough to carry
every day.

The world-famous products of two American companies,
Bicycle® playing cards and Zippo windproof lighters, are double teamed in Zippo’s
latest gift set. Up the ante for a great gift idea with a regulation deck of Bicycle® playing
cards, plus four bonus Zippo customized cards, and a white matte Zippo lighter with a
vivid color design.

40095

Small Money Clip
Brushed Chrome
UPC: 40095-8

Zippo.com

Clear compact packaging allows full
display of product. Attached hang tag
securely suspends product on wire
rack, or folds flat for stacked counter
display.

Zippo-customized cards include a Collectors’ Pocket Guide with Zippo windproof
lighter identification codes on reverse. A second card features a familiar sketch of Zippo
founder George G. Blaisdell, backed with the iconic Zippo neon sign on reverse. Two
joker cards showcase a colorful Zippo flame design.
This set is a fun reminder that legendary products are still made in the U.S.A.
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